Marange relocations lead to
new poverty
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DEDICATION

This research is dedicated to the women and children from Marange who were relocated to Arda
Transau, Odzi in Zimbabwe.
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1.0 Introduction
The Government of Zimbabwe entered into diamond mining partnerships with private investors
following the formalizations of mining operations at Marange diamonds fields east of Zimbabwe in
2009. In early 2009 the government announced that plans were underway to relocate about 4 321
Marange families affected by the diamond mining operations. The affected families were to be
relocated to a farm formerly owned by the Agricultural and Rural Development Authority (ARDA) at
Transau in Odzi, about 24 kilometres west of the city of Mutare. Arda Transau is a 12 000 ha piece of
sprawling land previously owned by the Agricultural and Rural Development Authority (ARDA), an
agricultural and rural development arm of the Government of Zimbabwe. Farming operations at the
once vibrant agricultural entity ceased over a decade ago owing to a plethora of challenges and the
farm has been lying idle since then.
Some parts of Arda Transau have rich soils while some parts have vast tracts of sandy soils not
suitable for any agricultural cropping activity. As summed up by a spokesperson for the families
relocated by one of the diamond mining company, Anjin Investments, during an interview with
CNRG: “The soils at some parts of Arda Transau are like pit sand and not suitable for agriculture. Yes
you can use this sand for building but not for agricultural purposes”. The absence of adequate and
suitable land for agriculture, coupled with the lack of income generating projects at Arda Transau
has condemned the poor villagers to a perennial cycle of poverty. The relocated people have no
source of livelihood, and they depend entirely on the diamond companies for food handouts and
these food handouts have however not been consistent. And with each passing day the villagers are
sliding deeper into the abyss of abject poverty
Statistics obtained by CNRG and corroborated by a community leader at the new settlement, show
that the population at Arda Transau is slightly above 5,200 people. Women and children constitute
the bulk of this population and the figures are broken down as follows; 2 000 women, 2 500 children
and 789 men
The diamond mining companies in Marange which have been involved in the relocation exercise so
far are Anjin Investments, Mbada Diamonds, Marange Resources, Diamond Mining Corporations
(DMC) and Jinan Investments. According to figures released by Manicaland Provincial Administrator,
Mr Fungai Mbetsa at a media briefing in Mutare, which was attended by CNRG, 1,000 families had
been relocated to Arda Transau as of June 2013 with an estimated 4 300 still to be relocated.
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However Arda Transau can hold about 1 867 families and the government is still to identify more
land to relocate the affected families. And with the haphazardness which characterized the first
phase of the relocation exercise, there is need to come up with a proper plan before the villagers are
relocated.
Fig 1

Mutare district administrator Mr Cosmas Chiringa addressing some of the women relocated to Arda Transau

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between the diamond mining companies in
Marange and the Government of Zimbabwe as revealed by the Manicaland Provincial Administrator,
Mr Fungai Mbesta during a stakeholders meeting in Mutare, stated that each company was to build
a primary and secondary school, clinic, provide clean water and electricity for the relocated families
while supporting income generating projects for their livelihood like irrigation development. While
under normal circumstances the government and the mining companies should have provided all
the amenities before moving the villagers, the relocation exercise was done hurriedly as government
wanted to capitalize on the new rich resource to replenish the dwindling national coffers.
Anjin Investments has managed to construct a primary and secondary school as well as a clinic while
Mbada Diamonds was refurbishing a disused school at the time of compiling this report. Anjin argues
that it has already fully implemented the MoU signed with the government. Only Anjin Investments
has managed to complete all housing units allocated to it, a total of 474. Mbada Diamonds only
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constructed a few more classroom blocks at Wellington Primary School. The other four mining
companies are yet to complete the first phase of the relocation process and there are indications
that companies are now reluctant to continue with relocations in light of the reported dwindling
alluvial diamonds in Marange in recent months. Recent reports from the mining companies revealed
that Marange alluvial diamonds are fast running out with the companies hesitant to mine deeper as
doing so would mean investing more money in acquiring new mining equipment.
Mbada Diamonds completed only 100 housing units out of 487 households, Diamond Mining
Company (DMC) 30 units out of 114, Marange Resources 184 out of 350 and Jinan Investments 110
out of 350. A new mining company, Rera Diamonds had not constructed a single house for families
it targeted to relocate at the time of compiling this report.
Observed from afar the new Arda Transau settlement portrays an aura of sophistication and
affluence as it look like a small urban settlement in the middle of nowhere. But behind this façade of
affluence lies a community weighed down by the bondage of poverty and hunger. Besides the
seemingly opulent houses which from afar mask the real picture of the life of relocated villagers, the
villagers have nothing to show for having once lived on top of arguably one of the richest alluvial
diamond reserves in the world.
Below are some of the promises made to relocated villagers by the diamond companies, some of
which have not been fulfilled:
1. Each family was to occupy a three bed roomed house.
2. Each house was to be electrified and have a Blair toilet installed.
3. Each family was to have a half hectare piece of land under irrigation.
4. The families were to enjoy drinking clean treated piped water from tapes situated at each
and every house.
5. Food provisions were to be handed to relocated villagers on a quarterly basis.
6. The companies were to provide farming inputs as agreed with the government i.e. two 50 kg
bags of compound D fertilizer, three by 50 kg bags of Ammonium Nitrate Fertilizers and a 25
kg bag of maize seed maize seed.
7. School children were to benefit from the provision of school fees, primary and secondary,
uniforms, footwear, books and school furniture by the companies.
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8. Roads within the Arda Transau were to be tarred.
9. The villagers were promised a bus to operate between the city of Mutare and the relocation
area.
10. Primary and secondary schools were to be built within the area.
11. Teachers’ houses were to be built near the school.
12. A clinic was to be constructed at Arda Transau by each company.
However it should be clearly stated that this report does not seek to apportion blame on either the
government or the mining companies for the myriad of problems afflicting the relocated families.
Though the Memorandum of Understanding signed between the Government of Zimbabwe and
mining companies is clear on the relocation exercise what however is not clear are the contents of
the mining contracts signed between the companies and the local authorities, to ensure the smooth
flow of the relocation process and meet the criteria defined in international instruments such as the
Vancouver Declaration on human settlements and the African Charter on Human and People’s
Rights. Given that all the diamond mining companies, except Marange Resources which is wholly
owned by the Government of Zimbabwe through the Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation
(ZMDC), are joint ventures between government and private companies, there ought to be shared
responsibility when it comes to relocation exercise. The government has maintained that it would
provide land for relocation exercise while the companies would provide infrastructure and other
amenities, like schools, clinics, roads and recreational facilities. The call now is for mining companies
to invest financially in the welfare of the relocated people whilst the government has an additional
duty to ensure that its citizens are treated with dignity. Thus government has a dual responsibility
and obligation to the Marange community, including the displaced families: first, as partner in the
joint venture corporations government must ensure that profits generated from the sale of Marange
diamonds contributes to the welfare of the community, especially the displaced ones. More
importantly, a people centred government cannot ignore while wholesale communities, including
women and children, are uprooted from their secure homes and dumped into destitution and abject
poverty.
The focus on women and children was chosen due to the high vulnerability of these two categories
in situations of displacements, conflict and migration. As shown by the population figures elsewhere
in this report women and children form the bulk of the people affected by the relocation exercise.
While the general difficulties experienced by the relocated families have been reported by the media
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and civil society from time to time, there is a dearth of information on how the relocations have
specifically impacted on women and children. This limited information has also meant less advocacy
by civil society groups, denial by the responsible authorities and complete absence of humanitarian
assistance to women and children displaced by mining activities in Marange. Stories and pictures
obtained from families at Arda Transau are of a neglected community which is calling for help from
both the government and international donor community.
2.0 Overview: Economic Downturn and Increasing Responsibilities for Rural Women
The vast majority of rural families in Zimbabwe are sustained by women. A 1995 Poverty Assessment
Study Survey (PASS) revealed that 72% of the rural poor were found in female headed households
compared to 58% in male headed households.1 Since the Economic Structural Adjustment
Programme (ESAP) introduced in the early 1990s, the responsibility to feed rural families has
gradually passed from man to women. ESAP was an International Monetary Fund (IMF) set of
economic steps which Zimbabwe had agreed to follow in 1991 when the economy was bubbling. The
package typically prescribed trade liberalisation, devaluation, privatisation, and huge cuts in
government spending and social services like education and health and the deregulation of working
conditions. This resulted in retrenchments across all sectors of the economy. As men got retrenched
from their formal jobs women took up the position of bread winners through subsistence agriculture
and informal trade, something majority of man find degrading and of a low status. Osirim noted that
in response to ESAP women 'had to increase their overall contributions to family maintenance,
especially the provision of food and payment of school fees due to their husbands’ refusal or
inability to increase their food allowances or because their husbands had left home'.2
3.0 Marange Women: The Religious Factor
Marange area is sandwiched between Odzi and Save rivers about 70 kilometres south west of the
city of Mutare. Before the diamond mining boom in Marange, the area was known for being the
nucleus of the Johanne Marange Apostolic Sect, whose founder was a native of the area. The annual
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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN ZIMBABWE, This information was provided by the
Government of Zimbabwe to the 5th Session of the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development.
Last Update: April 1997. http://www.un.org/esa/agenda21/natlinfo/countr/zimbabwe/social.htm
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Osirim, Mary J. "Crisis in the State and the Family: Violence Against Women in Zimbabwe" African Studies
Quarterly 7, no.2&3:[online] URL: http://web.africa.ufl.edu/asq/v7/v7i2a8.htm
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gatherings of the church members in Marange area draw hundreds of thousands of people from
different parts of Africa. And the sect has a wide following in Marange communal area itself.
While the role of women in family sustenance in Zimbabwe has generally grown over the years, the
Marange case is unique mostly due to the religious and cultural beliefs of this community. The
Johanne Marange Apostolic Sect is known for its strong beliefs in polygamous marriages and child
marriages leading to big families. Its doctrine revolves around having as many wives and children as
possible. The sect strongly believes that the use of contraceptives is tantamount to murder, and
against the will of God and as such among the sect members it is normal to see a woman having as
many as 8-10 children, or even more. The sect’s canon is centred on Genesis 1 verse 28 which says:
“And God blessed them. And God said to them, ‘be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue
it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over every living
thing that moves on the earth”. It is therefore not surprising that one of the biggest problems in the
relocation exercise was shortage of accommodation for women and children in polygamous families.
The authorities who planned the relocation exercise had not anticipated a family with up to 14 wives
and 25 children and when they were faced with such scenarios chaotic relocations ensured.

In most rural set-ups women in polygamous marriages work extra hard to feed their children since
their husbands usually lack the capacity to take care of the daily needs of their many wives and
children. A member of the Johanne Marange Apostolic sect told CNRG that apostolic sect women in
polygamous marriages compete for the attention from their husbands, hence they work extra hard
to address not only the socio-economic needs of their many children, but their husbands too. The
Johanne Marange church also experiences high incidences of forced child marriages and sexual
abuse of women and minors.3 Due to poverty, there are little resources for the health and education
of children. Although the Ministry of Health and Child Welfare has made some notable inroads in
persuading some apostolic sect women to seek medical attention at health facilities, the doctrine of
the sect still strictly forbids members from seeking medical attention. It was further observed that
women belonging to the Marange apostolic sect are indoctrinated to accept a subservient role in the
church and family, hence the rights of women and girls are violated with impunity. For instance girls
as young as 12 years are married off to men old enough to be their grandfathers. Marriage
arrangements are done without their knowledge or consent. Once a girl is married at a tender age
this will lead to a plethora of other rights violations which will continue throughout her life.
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Johanne Marange church in Zimbabwe under pressure to set free girls held as sex slaves. (2010, September
21) Zimbabwe News Online
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It is against this backdrop that a study on the impact of the relocations on women and children from
Marange diamond fields to Arda Transau was carried out.
4.0 Purpose of the study
The main purpose of this study is to compile evidence based data on the impacts of mining induced
relocations on Marange families and proffer possible solutions, with a special focus on women and
children. The study sought to investigate the state of food security, access to health and education
and coping mechanisms adopted by the relocated families in Arda Transau, with particular attention
to the welfare of women and children. Centre for Natural Resource Governance also wanted to
establish the extent at which the Government of Zimbabwe and the diamond mining companies
whose operations led to the displacements of the people are taking responsibility for the welfare of
families relocated to Arda Transau, in particular the most vulnerable groups such as women and
children. Finally the report was compiled with the aim of making recommendations to the
government of Zimbabwe, diamond mining companies, international humanitarian NGOs and local
civil society for urgent, collaborative action to improve the human security of families relocated from
Marange diamond fields to Arda Transau. Findings and recommendations contained in this report
can help the government and mining companies in future relocations exercises. The government
recently revealed that there are vast diamond deposits in most parts of Manicaland and Masvingo
provinces which could mean more people are going to be displaced to make way for mining
activities. Without proper relocation plan many people affected by such exercises can end up
struggling to feed themselves.
5.0 Methodology
This study took place between May and November 2013. Centre for Natural Resource Governance
conducted a series of visits and interviews at Arda Transau and targeting women, teachers and other
villagers. In most cases interviewees were randomly selected to avoid bias. However in some cases
purposive sampling was employed to highlight particular cases which would have been
recommended by respondents. Centre for Natural Resource Governance interviewed 20 female
bread winners, 30 residents randomly selected and a man who is married to 14 wives with over 20
children. Three teachers at a local school were also interviewed. Most of the respondents cannot be
named for ethical reasons. The CNRG also attended various public meetings addressed by the
authority on the relocation issue. Some of these meetings were held in the city of Mutare and
addressed by senior government officials. CNRG also carried out desktop research so as to build on
the work done by others in the same area.
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Below are the observations made:
6.0 Legislation
6.1 Communal Lands Act and Land Ownership Rights
At the heart of forced relocation is the question of land ownership. Marange area is administered by
Mutare Rural District Council through the Communal Lands Act (1983) which states in Part 11,
section 4 that 'Communal Land shall be vested in the President, who shall permit it to be occupied
and used in accordance with this Act'. According to Part 111 section 8 of the Act ‘a person may
occupy and use Communal Land for agricultural or residential purposes with the consent of the rural
district council established for the area concerned.' Section 12 (c)(1) states that if 'any person is
dispossessed of or suffers any diminution of his right to occupy or use any land— (i) he shall, so far as
is reasonable and practicable, be given a right to occupy or use alternative land', adding that 'if no
alternative land is available and no agreement has been reached as to compensation Parts V and VIII
of the Land Acquisition Act [ Chapter 20:10 ], shall apply...' .
The Act gives citizens the right to 'occupy and use' communal land without giving them ownership
rights. This creates serious challenges when minerals have been discovered as community rights are
overridden by the economic interests of the State. Further, the Act states that communal land shall
be occupied by 'consent' of the rural district council in consultation with the local chief and in
accordance with the Traditional leaders Act. The element of ‘consent’ highlights the informal nature
of the rural land tenure system in Zimbabwe. There is no written and signed agreement between the
land occupier and the Rural District Council.
The same Act gives the Minister power to order 'all persons, or such class of persons as the Minister
may specify in the notice, who are occupying or using the [Communal] land concerned, otherwise
than by virtue of a right held in terms of the Mines and Minerals Act [Chapter 21:05 ], to depart
permanently with all their property from the [Communal] land concerned within such reasonable
period as the Minister shall specify', adding that 'any person who, without just cause, fails to depart
permanently from any land in accordance with a statutory instrument published in terms of
subsection (3) shall be guilty of an offence and liable to a fine not exceeding level six or to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year or to both such fine and such imprisonment.'
According to the Act, only extractive industries are immune to ministerial eviction. Paradoxically,
most of the minerals are found in communal lands where communities are displaced to pave way for
mineral extraction.
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6.2 Mines and Minerals Act
The Mines and Minerals Act (1961) stipulates that 'the dominium in and the right of searching and
mining for and disposing of all minerals, mineral oils and natural gases, notwithstanding the
dominium or right which any person may possess in and to the soil on or under which such minerals,
mineral oils and natural gases are found or situated, is vested in the President, subject to this Act'.
The Act has no reference to the rights of communities where minerals are found. If the Mines and
Minerals Act (1961) is read with the Communal land Act (1983) one reaches the conclusion that
these two legislations strip rural communities of the right to the land they occupy and the minerals
beneath them. Many rural communities are caught unawares each time minerals are discovered in
their vicinities. They also lack the capacity to challenge government and extractive industries when
they face eviction to pave way for commercial projects such as mining.
7.0 Relocation without Compensation
Fig 2

These inscriptions are at the entrance to the Anjin relocation area

One of the contentious issues among the relocated families is the refusal by the mining companies
and government to compensate them for the loss of land and livelihoods. The relocation of Marange
people was different from other relocation projects carried out in the past in Zimbabwe. The
absence of compensation for developments like houses, orchards etc makes the Marange case a
special on. During the construction of Osborne Dam in Mutasa district in the 1990s and Mpudzi Dam
in Mutare district in the 2000s many families were relocated to make way for the dams. The affected
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families were compensated on top of being given alternative land for settlement. However in
Marange none of the diamond mining companies has compensated the relocated families. According
to a procedure adopted by the Government which is contained in a document obtained from Mutare
District Administrator’s office, compensation is going to be given when all the more than 4 000
families are relocated from Marange. Those that may stand to receive compensation instantly are
those families whose business structures like shops were affected. Some business people have
already been compensated. “We however request you to be patient and remain optimistic that you
will finally get your compensation. God will not fail you. You will live to witness this,” reads part of
the document. However, even if compensation for the Marange families is to take place in the
future, it will be an extremely difficult exercise because of the following reasons:
1. There was no documentation of assets belonging to the relocated families in Marange prior to
relocation.
2. There was no valuation of the assets prior to the displacements.
3. Due to the urgency that characterized the relocation process, some homesteads were razed to the
ground by company bulldozers immediately after evacuation of the owners. This was possibly done
to ward off any resistance or plans to return to Marange by the relocatees. It is therefore impossible
to evaluate these homesteads.
4. No papers were signed between the relocated families, Government of Zimbabwe and the mining
companies regarding authorization of destruction of homes, compensation or responsibility to assist
the relocated families with alternative forms of livelihoods. It will be difficult for the families to
negotiate adequate compensation since any claims will be purely based on word of mouth.
Having lost their homes, land and sources of livelihoods, Marange families moved to Arda Transau
with only movable household goods and livestock without any significant financial resources to start
new life. Adequate compensation would have helped the families to start on solid footing and adapt
fast in the new environment. Upon arrival at Arda Transau the diamond mining companies paid each
family $1,000 'disturbance allowance'. Since all companies paid $1,000 to each displaced family, it is
logical to conclude this amount was agreed with, or stipulated by government without consulting
the affected families.
Some of the affected families demanded a compensation amount of USD $50 000 per household
(Murimwa 2011). A discussion with community leaders in Arda Transau revealed that the community
was prepared to lower its demands to between $10 000 and $15 000 if the mining companies could
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not afford the $50 000. The sentiments from the community leadership is that the government’s
attitude was based on the argument that the Marange land is Communal land hence the community
should not attach any value as would happen with private land. This is because Zimbabwe's
Communal lands Act (1983) only gives Zimbabweans the right to 'occupy and use' communal land
without giving them ownership rights.
However even if government was to refuse compensating Marange families for loss of land there is
no denying the fact that relocated families deserve compensation for the properties destroyed in
Marange and the emotional, economic, social and cultural losses they incurred due to the relocation
exercise. Government also acknowledges the urgency of ensuring sustainable livelihoods at Arda
Transau. The Provincial Administrator, Fungai Mbetsa has been quoted in various newspapers like
the Manica post and the Financial Gazette complaining about “delay in implementation of an
irrigation scheme due to lack of consensus on the funding mechanism by all the implementing
parties in an integrated manner”4
There were no options on where to move the families to. All the families moved out of Marange
were taken by government-hired trucks to Arda Transau. Other relocatees requested their new
homes to be built in districts of their choice, preferably where some relatives live. The requests were
turned down for logistical reasons. However, if the families were adequately compensated they
could have moved to places of their own choice even without government assistance.
A serious and contentious issue raised by all respondents is that of land, livelihoods and the need to
restore or rehabilitate the families to their original status before the relocation. The right to an
effective remedy finds expression in various human rights instruments, either regional or
international, namely the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) (article 2 (3)),
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) article 8, the African Charter on Human and Peoples'
Rights (ACHPR) article 7, 21 and 26 and Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples'
Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa. Article 24 of the Protocol to the African Charter calls on
state parties 'to ensure the protection of poor women and women heads of families including women
from marginalized population groups and provide an environment suitable to their condition and
their special physical, economic and social needs'. It is apparent that conditions at Arda Transau do
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Cletus Mushawanawani: Manica Post, Friday 12 April 2013

Financial Gazette 13-19/6/13
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not provide for 'special, economic and social needs' of women. Families were only given houses with
no resources to start building sustainable livelihoods.
.1 Education
While education could have been the only escape route from poverty for children from Arda
Transau, it however emerged during interviews with women and children that that school
attendances were disrupted during and after the relocation exercise. This research validates an
observation by Mwonzora (2011) that some relocation took place during October and November
2010, an examination period in the academic calendar in Zimbabwe’s education system, thereby
affecting of school children in the relocation process. One community leader informed CNRG that
some parents made emergency plans to transfer their children in examination classes to relatives in
Buhera, Nyanga, Mutasa and Chimanimani to continue with their education. Pupils in non
examination classes were not spared either. Students affected by the displacement realized that
certain technical subjects offered in Marange were not available at the Anjin Secondary School in
Arda Transau forcing them to take those available.
Because the relocation was done hastily the families were moved into Arda Transau before school
infrastructure was adequately provided to accommodate the thousands of children affected by the
relocation. There are only two primary schools, one in the Anjin relocation area and Wellington
Primary school in the Mbada relocation area. Wellington school existed before the relocations and
Mbada Diamond added a few blocks but the infrastructure is still not adequate to accommodate the
number of school going children in the area. This situation is predicted to cause a decline in literacy
rates for children in Arda Transau since the schools are poorly resourced whilst most parents have
no money to keep their children in school.
Investigations by CNRG also revealed that due to the overwhelming numbers of primary schoolgoing children at Arda Transau, some classroom blocks at the secondary school in the Anjin
relocation area are used to accommodate children from the adjacent primary school, an
arrangement that does not provide a conducive or friendly learning environment for the primary
school children. The schools constructed by Anjin have a toilet system with 14 squat holes for 1 160
pupils. A local business person took it upon himself to construct a 10 squat-hole toilet to ease the
shortage of ablution facilities at the school.

Further, some children at Anjin Primary school use makeshift classrooms due to shortage of
classrooms. The makeshift classrooms have no furniture whilst the pupils have an acute shortage of
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books. CNRG further noted that the school has no sporting facilities. CNRG witnessed a lesson that
was meant to be Physical Education (PE) for grade 1 pupils being conducted in a hazardous
environment. The school ground had no grass, subjecting the children to injuries. Further, about
seven cows were seen grazing on the periphery of the ground within the school yard where the
children were running, thereby exposing the minors to potential hazards. The children had no
sporting attire; they ran in their school uniforms, some with no shoes whilst others ran in their
formal school shoes. They used worn out car tyres as learning aids instead of cones and bean bags.
Some of the children had no school uniforms, depicting the grinding poverty in the community.
CNRG also noted that some children wore school uniforms which they previously used in Marange
after their parents failed to buy uniforms required at the new school.
Fig 3

Barefooted children during a Physical Education lesson at a school built by one of the world's biggest alluvial diamond mine,
Anjin investments.
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Fig 4

Children and their teacher in front of a makeshift 'classroom' at a school constructed by Anjin Investments. Note the class has no
furniture, children sit on the floor whilst a cow is seen grazing in the ground.

Another problem that the children are facing is travelling long distances to school. One community
leader interviewed revealed that primary school children as young as 6 years are walking between 2
and 6 kilometers per day to Wellington or Anjin Primary schools. This is contrary to the Sphere
guidelines on educational service provision which seeks to enhance the quality of educational
preparedness, response and recovery; increase access to safe and relevant learning opportunities for
all learners, regardless of their age, gender or abilities; and ensure accountability and strong
coordination in the provision of education in emergencies through to recovery.5 This set up presents
multiple problems particularly for the girl child who is exposed to dangers such as rape due to the
long distances they travel to and from school. CNRG was not able to verify whether the community
has children with physical and mental disabilities. However it was clear there are no facilities for
such children at Arda Transau.

5

http://www.sphereproject.org/handbook/handbook-companions/the-inee-handbook/
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Lack of accommodation for teachers at Anjin and Wellington schools is also contributing to low
educational standards as teachers struggle to get to work and to return home. Arda Transau is 24
kilometers from Mutare. Teachers whose welfare is neglected do not perform to the best of their
ability. The mining companies ought to give teachers incentives to supplement the paltry salaries
they earn. Further, there is need for a school bus to increase the mobility of teachers, school
administrators and pupils.
Primary research evidence also revealed that no facilities for Early Child Development (ECD) are
available. Two families have converted a bedroom each for early education classes for the children.
Research by CNRG showed that some parents pay school fees for their children in the form of
foodstuffs and anything of value to the teachers. Only a handful of children attend these classes.
This means children in Arda-Transau are not accorded the opportunity to get quality early
educational services to prepare them for primary school enrolment. Early child development is
known to be a very critical milestone in children’s cognitive development, hence denying children
this opportunity means that a generation of future leaders in Arda Transau may never reach their
full potential and capacity. If nothing is done by policy makers, these children will have been
sentenced to an uncertain future fraught with joblessness, poverty, disease and low life expectancy.
Various research reports like the 2010-11 Zimbabwe Demographic Health Survey consistently shows
a positive correlation between educational level and poverty6.
Another factor cited contributing to increased school dropouts in Arda Transau is the big average
size of households resettled from Marange. The average family size is six, a factor attributed to the
polygamous beliefs of the predominantly Johanne Marange sect followers. The followers of this sect
do not believe in the use of family planning methods which helps to reduce the number of children
per wife. As a result of these beliefs, raising school fees for the many children has proved to be
difficult for the families. Consequently, most school children dropped out of school due to failure to
pay the required fees, a development linked to the lack of sustainable livelihoods at Arda Transau.
The poor livelihoods is linked to the size of land availed to the big families (70mx70m) which is
suitable for residential purposes only.
In a focused group discussion with a group of unemployed youths at Arda Transau, CNRG was
informed that secondary school fees was $45 per term. The youths said this was beyond the reach of
majority of families as there were no jobs at Arda Transau. They said majority of families have more
than two secondary school children which makes the fees burden a major problem for the
6
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relocatees. Apart from school fees, the youths also said many pupils failed to write 'O' Level
examinations after failing to pay examination fees of $12 per subject and $12 desk fee.
Consequently youths from extremely poor families sit for at least one or two subjects per year
instead of eight. This means a youth may take three to five years before they obtain 5 ordinary level
passes. A significant number end up leaving Arda Transau to seek low paying jobs to support their
families. These youths may never reach their full potential. The burden to keep children in school
and to ensure they write examinations is to a large extent a responsibility of mothers who are selling
grass and firewood to achieve this goal.
7.2 Discrimination in food distribution
Article 4.1(b) of the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights on the rights of
women in Africa calls on states to 'enact and effectively implement appropriate legislative or
regulatory measures, including those prohibiting and curbing all forms of discrimination particularly
those harmful practices which endanger the health and general well-being of women'. Nevertheless
there is clear discrimination in the distribution of food at Arda Transau. Initially each company gave
quarterly food hampers to families displaced by its mining operations. However all companies
except Mbada diamonds have stopped distributing food at Arda Transau. Anjin didn't distribute any
food in 2013 whilst Marange Resources has claimed that Jinan Investments had taken over the
welfare of families it relocated.
Consequently there is an emergence of classes among the relocated families. Those relocated by
Mbada diamonds receive quarterly food hampers which they sell to those relocated by other
companies which are defaulting on supplying food to the relocatees. Since the relocated families live
under uniform conditions with the same difficulties, it is only logical that they be treated equally. A
consolidated fund to be managed by central government should be set up to ensure the relocated
families get equal care and support. In discussion with the relocated people it emerged that the
villagers are entirely depend on the companies for food.
“Without food hand-outs we are doomed, and as we are speaking now some people who were
relocated here have not received any food handouts for the past 12 months,” one villager revealed.
“And we are afraid to take the companies head-on because our lives depend on them. Seems they
are now playing God over us, we depend entirely on the companies for most of our food
requirements” the villager added.
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And the scramble for the food during a public function organized by one of the diamond companies
at Arda Transau attended by CNRG pointed to a hungry group of people. People from Arda Transau
stampeded for food which was availed after function.
However Arda Transau villagers could not fully benefit from President Robert Mugabe’s Presidential
Well-wishers Input Scheme during 2013/2014 farming season as they shared a 50 kg bag of maize
seed, compound D and ammonium nitrate among 200 households. “Each household received 250
grams of maize seed, 250 grams of compound D and 250 grams of top dressing and it stressed
people more,” revealed one community leader. Without a functional irrigation scheme and
adequate input support for dry land farming those relocated by Anjin have not been able to feed
themselves since being moved back in 2010.
But a quarterly distribution of food is what was agreed between the companies and the government.
One community leader said the provision of food was not as promised but was only honoured
whenever special visitor was coming to the area. Women in the area sell firewood, which they sell
for a dollar per bundle and it takes them up to eight bundles to raise enough money to buy a bucket
of maize- a staple in Zimbabwe.

7.3 Health services provision
The health situation in Arda-Transau has been reported by one community leader as a “time bomb”.
One clinic, built by Anjin Investments, provides health services to thousands of women resettled in
Arda Transau. Those resettled farther away from the clinic walk between 2 and 7 km to access
health services. Only two nurses and one general hand are employed at the clinic. Investigations by
CNRG revealed that there is no electricity at the clinic. Patients who need to be treated at night bring
their own candles though sometimes nurses at the clinic use their own candles if patients fail to
bring their own. In one such incident a pregnant woman visited the clinic at an undisclosed date in
2013 and suffered complications due to the poor facilities at the clinic. The ambulance from Mutare
arrived a bit late and the woman died on admission at Mutare General Hospital. It is said the woman
had lost a lot of blood whilst at the clinic.
CNRG also noted that the clinic is not registered with the Ministry of Health, hence its standards are
way below the average standard of health facilities in Zimbabwe. Cattle were seen roaming within
the clinic premises, sometimes a few meters from the patients and children, thereby posing a
serious health hazard to their safety. The clinic has been broken into by children in the past. In one
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incident children broke in and stole the sharp box where used needles are stored before disposal.
Some of the children hid the needles in their pockets and were pierced leading to investigations by
their parents which revealed they had stolen a sharp box at the clinic. It is not clear whether any of
the children went for HIV and STI tests after the incident. Investigations by CNRG also revealed the
clinic has no incinerator. Human tissues such as placentas are thrown into a Blair latrine at the clinic.
The clinic is also poorly resourced such that most women end up seeking basic health services as far
as Mutare. There are no regular visits by a doctor as is the case with similar institutions around
Zimbabwe. Residents say once in a while a doctor who specializes in HIV and AIDS visits the clinic to
see HIV positive patients only.
This observation concurs with Mwonzora’s (2011) who notes that some women travel as far as 8
kilometres to the clinic only to be referred to Odzi which is 14 kilometers away or to Mutare General
Hospital which is 24 kilometers away. The time spend looking for health services in Mutare and Odzi
eats into women’s productive time to look after their families. One youthful respondent who
provides taxi transport services in the area concurred with other women respondents interviewed in
the area adding that he usually provides transport services at least three times per week to pregnant
women seeking to travel to Mutare or Odzi.
The situation obtaining at Arda Transau is at variance with the UN technical guidance on the
reduction of preventable maternal morbidity and mortality which states that:
'Ensuring women’s sexual and reproductive health rights requires meeting standards with regard to
health facilities, goods and services:
(a) Availability of both the underlying determinants of health, as well as hospitals, clinics and other
health-related buildings, trained medical and professional personnel receiving domestically
competitive salaries, and essential drugs;
(b) Accessibility in four overlapping dimensions: physical, economic (affordable), non-discrimination,
and regarding information;
(c) Acceptability in terms of respect for medical ethics and of the culture of individuals, minorities,
peoples and communities, sensitive to gender and life-cycle requirements, as well as being designed
to respect confidentiality and improve the health status of those concerned;
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(d) Quality, including skilled medical personnel, scientifically approved and unexpired drugs and
hospital equipment, safe and potable water, and adequate sanitation; respectful care for women
using health services is a critical dimension of both quality and acceptability'.

Fig 5

Patients (majority women and children) wait for their turn at the Anjin-built clinic

The taxi driver interviewed indicated that pregnant women in Arda-Transau will have to pay at least
$50 to hire him to Mutare or Odzi Clinic. There were many clinics in Marange such as Chiadzwa,
Mukwada, Chishingwi and St Andrews Hospital where women would get relatively better
reproductive health services within reasonable distances and time. Based on this primary feedback it
can be argued that women are affected more than their male counterparts due to the relocation
process. What is glaring from the interviews is the lack of NGO activities at Arda Transau. Most
respondents in the interviews concurred that instead of responding to the needs of women and
children, development and humanitarian NGO’s stayed away from Arda Transau because the area is
considered sensitive.
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8.0 Disaster Preparedness
In terms of disaster preparedness, there is no indication of any mechanism to deal with emergency
situations. In cases of emergency an ambulance is called from Mutare which is about 24 km away.
Pregnant women pay $5 for ambulance services to Mutare General Hospital whilst others pay $10.
This has draw back efforts by various organizations to improve access to maternal health services.
In times of life threatening situations families prefer to hire private cars rather than wait for an
ambulance to come from Mutare. Given the grinding poverty in the area, many people sell domestic
utensils and livestock in emergency situations. CNRG also noted that there are no fire service tender
services at Arda Transau. This means in cases of fire related emergencies the community will have to
wait for a fire tenders from the city of Mutare which takes between 30 and 40 minutes. Whilst these
services are in short supply throughout Zimbabwe, diamond mining companies ought to ensure best
practices of relocation due to the link between the human insecurity at Arda Transau and mining
operations in Marange. A basic life support ambulance costs approximately $60,000 whilst a used
fire vehicle such as a Pumper can be obtained at less than $100 000.
The distance between the Police Post and the largest village at Arda Transau, the Anjin relocation
area, is a major cause for concern. The Police Post is situated near Wellington Primary School, a
several kilometres from the Anjin relocation area.

Literally there is a very thin presence of

government institutions at Arda Transau. This may mean a very slow response by government in
terms of an emergency.
One sad incident happened in November 2013, when Jane Chirasika Dirikwe, a grade 3 pupil at the
Anjin relocation compound drowned in Odzi River where she had gone to fetch water for domestic
purposes. It took the Zimbabwe Republic Police Sub Aqua Unit over 48 hours to attend the scene.
Although Police were alerted immediately after the drowning of the girl on a Tuesday afternoon they
only arrived at Arda Transau on Tuesday 19 November at 16 00 hours. This depressing incident
highlighted the need for government and mining companies to do more the on the provision
disaster preparedness mechanisms at Arda Transau.
8.1 Sustainable Livelihoods and Food Security
There are very limited livelihoods opportunities at Arda Transau apart from tilling the 70m x 70m
land allocated to each family which is too small for most households at Arda Transau. Households
without employed persons have been the hardest hit and had been surviving off selling their
livestock which too have run out while some have not received food hand outs from diamond
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companies in the last 12 months. Malnutrition was now even affecting adult people at the new
settlement.
Some villagers had to go days without eating anything as revealed by one 92 year-old-man who said
his family often go for days without food surviving on eating salt-spiced anthill soil and a cup of
water. The old man’s wife was clearly undernourished and the children showed clinical signs
kwashiorkor.
Fig 6

Malnutrition: one of the children who has been going for days without food

A 64 year-old woman who was interviewed by CNRG and her skin cracking due to malnutrition said
she was now taking vitamin supplements obtained from well-wishers to improve her condition. She
had blisters on her legs, arms, chest and lower lip. As she was speaking during the interview her dry
lips cracked causing her to bleed profusely for which she had to drape the dripping blood with a
piece of cloth.
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Fig 7

An Arda Transau woman shows her cracking skin as a result of malnutrition.

Fig 8

Some of the vitamin pills she is taking

“I came to Arda Transau with 16 goats and 12 chickens and I’m only left with one she-goat and its kid
and two chickens as l have been selling them to buy food. Now I don’t know how l’m going to
survive,” the old woman said. She stays with her unemployed son, his wife and their two children.
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Her son and family were not given their own house in spite of them having had their own back in
Marange but to worsen her plight, her newly built house at Arda Transau is showing signs of cracks.
Some people interviewed said that in Marange most families particularly women would make a
living out of selling wild fruits like baobab and nyii, crafts from baobab bark and making mats from
reeds, a situation that does not obtain in Arda-Transau. In essence, the relocation of families from
Marange to Arda Transau led to loss of livelihoods to the affected families. Whilst Marange is dry
and is classified within Zimbabwe’s ecological Region 5 which cannot sustain farming activities, the
livelihood activities mentioned above significantly contributed to an improved way of life particularly
for some women, contributing between $200 and $300 per month. The major consumers were
travelers and tourists along the Mutare-Beitbridge Road. In Arda Transau, these sources of
livelihoods are not available hence families should find some alternative means to survive. Typical of
the informal means of communication between the relocatees, government and mining companies,
a promise to employ one family member at the mines was never fulfilled by the companies.
Consequently most families are worse off than what they were back in Marange, particularly the
female-headed households.
Further discussions with some youths at Arda Transau revealed there was loss of livelihoods such as
fish in save river, wild birds (Ngozha), and market gardening along the same river. Alternative forms
of employment in the new area are very slim due to the below capacity operations in most nearby
farms that used to employ many women and men before the fast track land reform program.
Kondozi Farm across Odzi River, which used to employ over 5 000 employees, has become a shadow
of its former self following its acquisition under the land reform program.
Mutare, which is the provincial capital has also seen major industries such as Mutare Board and
Paper Mills, Cairns Foods, Border Timbers and Karina textiles closing due to the poor performance of
the Zimbabwean economy since 2000. The situation for youths has been worsened by the change in
environment from a period of unlimited access to cash due to artisanal diamond mining in Marange
to no opportunities in Arda Transau.
Mines in Marange have employed very few locals since most of the recruitment is done in Harare. It
has been particularly worse for women who were deliberately discriminated against on the basis of
gender. Due to corruption and lack of firm policy to employ locals, some senior managers practice
nepotism and tribalism when recruiting employees, resulting in the Marange residents being
overlooked.
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Despite numerous calls by the then governor of Manicaland, now Minister of State for Manicaland
Province Mr Chris Mushohwe, for the mining companies to give first preference to locals when
employing general labour, nothing has been done to redress the situation. Some youths at Arda
Transau however revealed that some mining companies at Marange did not want to employ locals
fearing that they can steal from the companies. “These companies fear that if they employ locals,
they will connive and steal from the companies. But we are not thieves we also want employment
and benefit from our diamonds,” one 25-years-old man from Arda Transau told CNRG in an
interview.
Interviews with community leaders and youths at Arda Transau also revealed that relocated families
are selling their cattle and goats due to limited grazing land in the area and in efforts to address
“new poverty” associated with their relocation. They said many families have sold their cattle at
between $150 to $250 per beast which usually cost between $300 and $500 at market value. The
net effect of such a situation is reduced livelihood options for women and children, hence an
infringement on their basic rights.
There were also reports of livestock loss through rail accidents. The youths interviewed revealed
that the community loses at least a beast per week to railway accidents. The Harare - Mutare railway
line passes through Arda Transau, a situation which presents serious hazards for the community
particularly children and women who walk along the railway line to sell firewood at Odzi Business
Centre.
On water supply, the research findings confirm that there are water shortages in all the compounds
at Arda Transau. In the areas resettled by Mbada, Marange Resources and Jinan, no adequate water
supply sources have been provided. But the agreement between the government and companies
clearly stated that the companies were to provide pipe water not boreholes.
Although Anjin has managed to give limited access to piped water to the families it relocated, the
supply is regularly disrupted due to non-payment of Zimbabwe National Water Authority (ZINWA)
fees by the diamond firm. The disruption of water supply is partly to blame for the death of Jane
Chirasika in November 2013 who died after drowning in Odzi River where she had gone to fetch
water at a nearby water source.
Anjin Investments is reportedly refusing to pay ZINWA its dues arguing that the government of
Zimbabwe is responsible for supplying water to the community. The company argues that it bought
equipment for water supply and fixed the pipes hence it is now the duty of government to ensure
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ZINWA is paid its dues. Other villagers say ZINWA regularly switches off water supply and claim there
is a technical fault in order to press Anjin for payment.
Human rights are inalienable and indivisible. Denying a community the right to water is also denying
them other rights such as the right to life, the right to health, the right to live in a clean environment
etc. Such rights are enshrined under various human rights instruments regionally and globally.
Research by CNRG also shows that international humanitarian NGOs operating in Zimbabwe have
stayed away from Arda Transau.
It also came to the attention of CNRG that substantive livelihoods were lost when the relocated
families abandoned their fruit trees and orchards in Marange. It was not possible for families to
relocate their mango, guava, orange and lemon fruit trees to Arda Transau. This means the relocated
families will go for several years before they can start eating their traditional fruits in the new area.
Absence of fruit trees in the relocation area is a sad reflection of how life has changed for the
Marange families. These losses justify and call for compensation of the relocated families by the
mining corporations.
However Manicaland Provincial administrator Mr Mbetsa said to improve the livelihoods of the
relocated people part of the agreement with the mining companies was to construct an irrigation
scheme for villagers with water drawn from Osborne Dam in Mutasa district. Mr Mbetsa maintained
that the companies broke the promise resulting in the poor villagers depending entirely on them for
food handouts. “The companies had agreed to construct an irrigation scheme but nothing has been
done. We are not happy as the provincial leadership. We cannot continue giving these people food
handouts, they need to sustain themselves,” Mr Mbetsa said.
But during one of the numerous tours of Arda Transau by various stakeholders which CNRG was part
of it emerged that Mbada Diamonds was spearheading a US$118 000 poultry project in an effort to
improve sustainability. This project was however going to benefit people relocated by Mbada
Diamonds only. This in itself will leave the villagers divided as the benefits were not uniform hence
the need for a consolidated fund to benefit all the relocated people.
8.3 Inadequate Housing
One other contentious issue raised by all respondents interviewed in Arda Transau was that the
residential land and housing units which were built only for married people who had lost their
houses in Marange. Those who were about to build their houses in Marange are not beneficiaries of
the housing units at Arda Transau. There is no land for them both in Marange and Arda Transau.
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Then there is the question of what will happen to children below eighteen today, who in few years
to come will get married and want to start their own families. This means that the majority of
children below the age of eighteen years today will have no land to build their houses, grow crops
and rear animals. This presents ingredients for land-based conflict in the near future. In Marange
most villagers had huge pieces of land which a father could divide to his children when they wanted
to start their own families. But at Arda Transau that arrangement was not be possible, which in itself
is a cocktail of future family feuds. However some interviewees expressed their desire to leave Arda
Transau and settle in areas where there is room for their children to build their own homesteads.
Some people who had their own houses back in Chiadzwa were forced to live with their independent
immediate families as is the case with an 82 year-old man who now stays with his married son whom
he had not been staying with back in Marange.
“It’s very painful. I even wanted to go back to South Africa where l once worked to look for work but
my son stopped me. I even cried,” one villager said. The villagers were promised new homes but not
enough were built, forcing many families to share. “We are going back to Marange and we are prepared
for anything. They can destroy us if they want to because we cannot continue living like this,” another
villager added. Some of the houses built by the diamond companies particularly Anjin were already
cracking and the blame has been levelled on poor workmanship by the companies. Some of the houses
will not last the next 10 years, and efforts by the companies to repair the houses did not achieve much
success. Some cracks, according to villagers were so wide that one could see what is happening in the
next room.
According to one respondent during an interview with CNRG, the stipulated number of houses was
completed but some heads of families who owned homes in Marange did not get houses with some
being forced to stay with their extended families. Some families who used to stay separately were forced
to stay in one house resulting overcrowd. Some people who were not relocated from Marange got
houses ahead of the rightful people. A case in point is that of a former army officer who got a house
though his name did not appear on the list of relocated villagers.

Some respondents said they approached Anjin asking for permission to sell their homesteads at Arda
Transau in order to purchase adequate land but that was turned down. This attempt to sell their
homesteads unearthed the potential for a future crisis. The relocated families have no title to the
plots they live on. They have no documentation, even an offer letter stating that they have been
offered the homestead in place of the homestead they lost in Marange. They move into the new
homesteads on the basis of word of mouth. This lack of security of tenure means they are living at
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the mercy of the companies that relocated them. There is no guarantee that they won't be displaced
again in the future.
8.4 The case of Mr Kambeni
Mr Kambeni is a member of the Johanne Marange Apostolic faith sect. He has 14 wives and 25
children of whom 20 are of school going age. He was relocated from Marange by Anjin Investments
on 27 February 2011. Mr Kambeni cultivated 30 hectares of land in Marange. Today a processing
plant of Anjin stands on his former homestead. He said when he was moved to Arda Transau his
property was damaged by the rains. “When I think about how I left Marange, I want to cry”, said Mr
Kambeni in an interview with CNRG.

He was moved into an old, dilapidated and disused farm compound. “I should have been moved into
a proper homestead, not an old farm compound,” he told CNRG. Just like other families that have
been moved to Arda Transau, Mr Kambeni has no land for crop cultivation. His 14 wives now resort
to cutting grass and fetching firewood for sale at Odzi Business Centre. They also barter thatching
grass and firewood for mealie-meal.

Fig 9

One of Mr Kambeni's wives shows CNRG a room which doubles as a store room and a
bedroom for 3 of their 25 children who sleep on the floor.

Mr Kambeni said he has no source of income to pay school fees for his children. In 2012 his wives
were told to dig drainage trenches at the yet-to-be-named primary School in the Anjin relocation
area as payment for school fees. Mr Kambeni has sold most of his cattle and goats to keep his family
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alive. His wives also cut firewood which they sometimes barter for mealie meal. In interview with
CNRG, Mr Kambeni and his wives bemoaned lack of adequate land for crop cultivation. CNRG noted
that part of the land is too rocky for crop cultivation.

Mr Kambeni's wives share kitchens due to inadequate infrastructure at the compound. This usually
lead to conflict and is unacceptable in Zimbabwe's Shona culture. A kitchen is the domain of a
woman who is responsible for preparing food for the family in Zimbabwe's culture. Sharing a kitchen
can lead to social tension, insecurity and suspicion, thereby creating an unfavorable environment.
Mr Kambeni’s three wives now being forced to use a window as her door to her bedroom with her
sister wives refusing her use of passage through ‘their’ lounge.
Although they had three detached housing units back in Marange this big family has been forced
into a three bedroomed house with disastrous consequences.
With the single kitchen being claimed by the most senior wives the other two have had to cook in
open air. “When it rains I don’t even eat. I wouldn’t have anywhere from where to cook,” said one of
the younger wives.

Fig 10(a)

Fig 10(b)

A kitchen with two stone tripods shared by two of Kambeni's wives.

Bundles of grass fetched by Mr Kambeni's wives for sale

9.0 Case Study: Murowa Diamonds
Mining induced displacements and relocations (MIDR) if properly done does not always spell doom
for women and children. Although MIDR is in itself bad, Rio Tinto, a mining company operating the
Murowa diamond mine in Zvishavane in the Midlands province in Zimbabwe provided a better
example of best practices in MIDR. The Murowa diamond mine opened in 2004, located in southern
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central Zimbabwe, 350 km south-west of Harare. During the discovery phase, it was ascertained that
the development of the project would require the relocation of 100 families. In June 2001, the initial
resettlement mapping plan was completed, according to which 926 people from 142 families would
be resettled. In May 2002, resettlement agreements were signed among the company, local
authorities, and the resettled community. The companies ensured that each family was allocated
about 8 hectares of agricultural farm land and 32 hectares of grazing land. In addition to that, Rio
Tinto went beyond relocation to rehabilitation of the affected families by providing livelihoods in the
form of irrigation equipment to ensure that the families produce more than what they used in their
indigenous area.
The preparation of mine facilities was completed in late 2004. These activities included the
relocation of 926 people living in the immediate vicinity of the mine to 6 farms purchased under the
government resettlement program. In 2005, the company relocated 142 families to Shashe, about
150 kilometers east of Murowa. A public infrastructure agreement was signed between the company
and local authorities on access to social services and the construction of school and health facilities
to carter for children and women’s educational and health needs. A separate public agreement was
associated with the relocation of 265 graves from the old settlement to the specially prepared new
area. Additionally, after the initial resettlement plan, 224 families were relocated to Shashe.
According to Terminiski (2011), the company then built new roads, a health centre, and a primary
school, and implemented community development projects including micro-irrigation and
agricultural and business training programmes, allowing the people to adapt to their new situation
and promoting the development of a local economy. The case of the Murowa diamond mines is a
good example of broad public participation in resettlement schemes, significant negotiations and
planning in advance of resettlement and detailed public infrastructure agreements.
9.1 Loss of traditional networks and social capital
A review of literature on MIDR has revealed that displaced communities are likely to suffer
psychologically from loss of their traditional intangible heritage when moved to completely new
sites which do not share their culture and other social beliefs7. The Marange families, which were
subjects of Chief Marange are now under Chief Zimunya. This may trigger cultural tensions between
the relocated families and the Zimunya clan.
Nesar Ahmad and Kuntala Lahiri-dutt: Engendering Mining Communities: Examining the Missing Gender
Concerns in Coal Mining Displacement and Rehabilitation in India Gender Technology and Development 2006;
10; 313
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Some relocated families say they has lost their sovereignty, indigenous traditional foods and
medicines and more importantly, traditional authority structures which have been technically
dissolved. This research established that headmen Tonhorai, Gamunorwa, Rombe, Muyedzengwa,
Dzoma, Chirasika and Chiadzwa have been literary reduced to ordinary people and their subjects
have been settled without consideration to their traditional leadership structures. In their place
resettled families are now under the authority of a 'Chairman' who is accused by the community of
suppressing their suffering. This dilution of traditional structures has been confirmed in other
researches as cited by Mwonzora (2011) who noted that “the relocated community is now living in
fear of the extinction of their culture, history, heritage, norms, practices and language (Bocha
dialect) and acculturation”. The argument is reinforced by the fact that the community is now living
in a host community with a different cultural and linguistic lifestyle and setting altogether.
Other scholars such as Stavenhagen (1990:87) argued that communities can suffer from ethnocide, a
process in which a culturally distinct people loses its identity. Katsaura (2010:105), writing on the
Chiadzwa case argues that “the politics of relocation is, therefore inextricably linked to the politics of
belonging and existence”. Although it is too early to conclude, it cannot be ruled out that the Bocha
people, particularly children from Marange, are going to lose their identity in ten to twenty years
from now.
Another sensitive area which the Arda Transau community is bitter about is the lack of respect for
their dead and graveyards left in Marange. It was noted that the mining companies did not properly
map the various graveyards in the mining fields, a development that has caused panic and fear
among the Marange people resettled at Arda Transau. A focused group discussion with some youths
from Arda Transau indicated that mining plans seem not to indicate or consider graveyard sites
hence family grave yards are being destroyed in the mining process. In one case, a family could not
establish remains for reburial of two out of twenty-two graves that were already damaged in the
process of mining.

Some mothers who buried their children in Marange are demanding that the

remains of their children be exhumed by the companies and be reburied at Arda Transau.
The Mutare District Adminstrator’s Office acknowldged that the distance people traveled to the
burial place at Arda Transau was very long. Against this background the DA’s office said upon being
shown the plan of the bulit area by the companies, the Minstry of Lands will be in a position to
demarcate the graveyard area.

Fig 12
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A mother grieves over the remains of her three children buried in Marange.

9.2 Social Services and Amenities
When CNRG attended a community soccer tournament hosted by Mbada diamonds at Wellington
Primary School at Arda Transau, it was observed that it was difficult to have access to shops and
getting a soft drink was very difficult. Serve for a few vendors who had come to capitalize on the
soccer tournament and where selling small things like packed roasted nuts, sweets and frozen drinks
packed in small sachets it was difficult to get any other outlet which sells any foodstuff. This then
raised the issues of the provision of social services such as shops, community halls, sports amenities
among other social service infrastructure as crucial to the Affected Populations (APs), particularly
women, children and youths. CNRG noted that there are two small grocery stores at Arda Transau.
This observation confirms media reports in the Manica post (12 April 2013) in which the Manicaland
Provincial Administrator, Mr Mbetsa bemoaned “lack of prioritization of social amenities by the
project sponsors”.

Other social amenities like football pitches and community halls can be

considered as luxuries under these circumstances yet they provide an environment where children
can develop various talents and skills. Apart from that, social amenities like sports fields provide an
environment away from risky vices such as drug abuse and child prostitution. Reports of alcohol
abuse by youths taking Vinyu, a strong alcoholic drink produced locally in the neighborhoods of Odzi
has already been reported among youths resettled in the area.
And at the Mbada Diamonds sponsored soccer tournament CNRG observed how children expressed
excitement having a rare opportunity of watching a soccer match in their backyard. That alone
shows the importance of providing social amenities and importance recreational facilities.
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9.3 Environment degradation and Child Labor
Areas surrounding the new Arda Transau settlement were known of having thick forests as the
previous owners of the land, the Agricultural and Rural Development Authority, used to jealously
guard the environment. But with the coming in of people from Marange, who have no source of
income, the forests are fasting disappearing making way for a mosaic of cut trees as villagers turn to
firewood selling for a living. The worry now is the future of the local environment in Arda Transau in
relation to deforestation, stream bank cultivation and loss of wetlands.
And as abject poverty bites deeper at Arda Transau, child labor is rampant as children work to
supplement to help their parents to bring food on the table. The most noticeable form of child labor
is cutting and selling firewood at Odzi Business Centre. Usually children make at least 2 trips per day,
in the company of their mothers. Sometimes they make an early morning trip and make the second
trip after school. This has affected the children’s performance at school as they get to school tired
after a morning of strenuous work.
CNRG also noted that children are using draught power to transport logs for resale within their
locality. As with most rural areas, logs are used to erect security barriers around the homesteads and
the same is being done at Arda Transau. This is resulting in the fast disappearance of forests around
Arda Transau.
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Fig 13

Children carry firewood to sell at Odzi Business Centre

Fig 14

Child labor: Two brothers at work at Arda Transau

Disappearance of wetlands
The world-over the current message is to safeguard and reclaim wetlands as they are an important
source of water but CNRG noted that some housing units in Arda Transau were build close to river
banks and wet lands, thereby presenting a potential environmental disaster. Constructing houses on
wetlands is against the Environmental Management Agency (EMA) regulations. This is especially
critical in wetlands along streams and lakes where the degradation is directly impacting water
quality through erosion and sedimentation. The ultimate effects of this breach of environmental
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regulation are the deepening of water tables that will cause further water shortages for the families
in the area. Ultimately, Women and children will be the worst affected if water sources are
compromised since the community believes that water collection is a domestic chore for women
and children.
Fig 15

A girl carrying water for domestic chores at Arda Transau

Deforestation is another environmental problem observed by CNRG. Women and children,
particularly in the Anjin resettlement area, are relying on selling firewood as a source of livelihood.
Women and children in this case are both victims and culprits in the vicious circle of poverty as they
try to solve one problem by creating another. Once the forests are extinct, they are the once who
will still have to travel long distances to look for firewood for both domestic and business purposes.
Another problem is the extensive degradation of land around Arda Transau through artisanal gold
mining which is on the rise in the area.
Women as new bread winners
An essential observation made in this study is the role of women as breadwinners in the new
community. The relocation of families from Marange to Arda Transau disempowered men who were
now used to contract jobs at the diamond mines whilst some engaged in artisanal diamond mining.
At Arda Transau the men find themselves jobless with no alternatives to earn money to feed their
families. Instead women assumed the role of breadwinners by way of seeking menial jobs in
surrounding villages as well as cutting and selling firewood with their children at Arda Transau. These
jobs include fetching firewood, weeding, planting crops or harvesting.
Women subject themselves to hazards and risk being run over by locomotives as they walk along the
railway live, sometimes crossing it on their way to Odzi. The Arda Transau is suffering as limited
there are limited income generating alternatives for families without employed members even old
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women are being forced to poach firewood for sell in Odzi Township around five kilometres away. A
60 year-old stopped working for her family after she started coughing blood due to the heavy loads
and long distances she was walking on a daily basis. “I stopped working after l began to cough up
blood,” she revealed during an interview. And trying to cope with the adverse effects of a new
unfriendly environment has made life even difficult for the relocated villagers as their livestock is
fast running out. While Chiadzwa was dry it was ideal for livestock raring. This change will demand a
complete change in their approach to agriculture but the challenge is that many people may have to
sell their livestock to sustain themselves hoping things will be normal soon. But things are not
getting any better for Arda Transau people instead they are getting worse with each passing day.
Fig 16

Women carry firewood to sale at Odzi Business Centre. They walk 9 KM to reach Odzi

10.0 Conflict
The movement of over 5 000 people from Marange to Arda Transau has created conflict between
the relocated families and the Odzi - Zimunya community where they were moved to. As alluded to
elsewhere in this report women and children at Arda Transau are earning a living through cutting
and selling grass and firewood. The firewood is fetched from forests adjacent to several villages
under Chief Zimunya. These villages include, but are not limited to, Matereke, Mawone, Kamuzhanje
and Nyakunu. If caught fetching firewood the women and children are 'arrested' by the respective
village heads and only released after paying a fine of $1. Mr Kambeni also complained of fierce
clashes between his wives and former Arda employees who were left behind at Transau when
government stopped farming several years ago. The former employees chase away Mr. Kambeni's
wives when they cut grass in and around the compound for sale at Odzi business centre.
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There is potential for violent conflict in the future between the Marange and Zimunya communities
over scarce resources around Arda Transau. The Marange community feels they have been forced
into a situation where they have to earn a living through natural resources such as firewood and
grass whilst the surrounding communities feel threatened by the movement of a large community
into their space. There is no evidence that government consulted with the Zimunya chieftainship
prior to the relocation. Government took it for granted that since the people from Marange were
being resettled on a government farm they do not owe an explanation to anyone.
However, due to the scarcity of land at Arda Transau and the food crisis that has hit the community,
some of the relocated families have started to clear pieces of land in and around Arda Transau for
crop cultivation. They had waited since 2010 for the government to officially allocate them land for
cultivation. However it finally dawned on them that there are no immediate plans on the part of
government to allocate them arable land for farming. As more families allocate themselves land for
cultivation, they may encroach into some neighboring villages thereby sparking a land conflict.
Further, as children of the relocated families grow up they will start their own families and naturally
they want to settle close to their parents. They may also resettle themselves on open land adjacent
to neighboring villages, thereby sparking land disputes that may last for a long time. However,
government can avert this by orderly allocating each family a piece of land for cultivation in
consultation with the Zimunya chieftainship.
11.0 Recommendations

1. Apart from their daily struggles, there is an aura of fear and insecurity among the relocated
Marange community. What is clearly lacking is open dialogue about what happened, how it
happened and what can be done to rectify the situation. There is need for constructive
discussions with all stakeholders involved: government, mining companies, the displaced
community, traditional leaders, local civil society and international humanitarian agencies.
The lack of open dialogue between the relocated villagers and the authorities came out
during a tour by the senior government officials and mining companies executives. During
the tour the affected people could not openly tell the authorities their challenges for fear of
reprisal.
2. Government should set up an inter-ministerial task force to urgently deal with the problems
confronting the relocated families in Marange. These should include the Ministries of Lands,
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Environment, Mines and Energy, Indigenization, Women's Affairs, Health and Child Welfare
and the Ministry of Finance.
3. Government should prioritize Marange families under the land reform program. There is no
shortage of land in Zimbabwe. There is need for a new land audit which builds on the
findings

of

the

Flora Bhuka

(2004),

Charles

Utete

(2004)

and the

SIRDIC-

Ministry of Lands and Rural Resettlement (MLRR) (2006) interim land audits. Those holding
multiple farms in Manicaland, as highlighted in the interim audit reports, should relinquish
some of the farms for the resettlement of the landless Marange villagers. Government
should also work with the affected people, local authorities, development agencies, civil
society and traditional leaders to find a lasting solution to the landlessness of the Marange
residents at Arda Transau
4. In order to adequately deal with the problem of food security, government should assist the
relocated families with agricultural inputs such as seed and fertilizer. These should be
distributed through official government departments, not by political activists or mining
companies.
5. And the development of an irrigation scheme with water drawn from Osborne Dam should
be a priority for both the government and the mining companies. As raised by the provincial
administrator, Mr Mbetsa, there is need for government and mining companies to start
implementing what was agreed to in the MoU. Water from Osborne dam is currently used to
irrigate farms in Middle Sabi in Chipinge but there is a lot of water which can also be
harnessed for irrigation at Arda Transau which is only a few kilometers from the dam.
6. Government and Nongovernmental Organizations should urgently appeal for assistance
from international humanitarian and development agencies to alleviate suffering among the
relocate families. In the interim there is urgent need for food for the relocated villagers,
medicine at the clinic and the provision of clean water and government should partner other
organizations to provide these basic needs while working on a lasting solution to the
challenges.
7. As a matter of policy and to ensure the tragedy at Arda Transau will not recur again,
Government should implement recommendations of the 1994 Rukuni Commission which
recommended giving land title to rural Zimbabweans so that people could go to court and
defend their land rights.
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8. Government should come up with a clear policy on mining induced displacements and
relocations. All mining contracts should be clear on relocations and these should satisfy the
provisions of the Vancouver Declaration on human settlements
9. Government, NGOs and mining companies should initiate livelihood activities such as
irrigation schemes and gold mining cooperatives at Arda Transau, particularly for youths and
women. The Marange community is traditionally a skillful and hard-working community
which only needs the means of production to generate wealth.
10. While Mbada Diamond Company has started poultry project for the relocated villagers there
is need for other companies to implement such projects. These projects can also include
piggery, cattle fattening and horticulture. For the projects to succeed there is need for the
government and companies to first avail courses like project management, finance and
business management so that the relocated villagers have knowledge on how to run these
projects. And all the companies must be forced to invest into empowering the relocated
villagers not give them food handouts.
11. There is also need for the Zimunya-Marange Share Ownership Scheme to be fully funded so
that relocated villagers can also benefit from the scheme. Currently the funds which were
promised by the diamond companies to the scheme have not yet been availed and there is
need for the companies to fulfill their pledges. The scheme can also help to fund some of the
projects highlighted above.
12. Diamonds companies should prioritize unemployed youths from Arda Transau for unskilled
employment at the mines, as it emerged most the workers are coming from as far as Harare
were most the companies are headquartered.
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